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SYNOPSIS

On 08/22/13, an open field search on state public lands, a consensual open field search on a federal
patented claim, and turbidity monitoring in United States waters were conducted at and near the
mine site along Canyon, Woods, and Camp Creeks in Alaska’s Fortymile Mining
District. Documentation of this site includes photographs and video recordings made by multiple
investigators from aircraft and at the mine site, audio recordings of contacts with permittee /
operator / claim holder
interview reports, and turbidity monitoring of the discharge and of
the receiving stream(s).
This report was reviewed and confirmed prior to submission for supervisor approval by the
following EPA Special Agents:

and

This sheet is intended as an approval sheet for the attached narrative, incorporating diagram(s),
photographs, and footnotes.
DETAILS

This sheet is intended as an approval sheet for the attached narrative, incorporating diagram(s),
photographs, and footnotes. See approved attachment(s).
ATTACHMENT

Yes (39 pages)
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Report Synopsis

On 08/22/13, an open field search on state public lands, a consensual open field search on
a federal patented claim, and turbidity monitoring in United States waters were conducted
at and near the
mine site(s) along Canyon, Woods, and Camp Creeks in
Alaska’s Fortymile Mining District.
mine site is further referenced by means of
APMA
operating under APDES General Permit
As reported below, an
unpermitted discharge into U.S. waters was documented by criminal investigators on this
date.
Documentation of this site includes photographs and video recordings made by multiple
investigators from aircraft and at the mine site, audio recordings of field contacts made
with permittee / operator / claim holder
his wife
and their adult son
interview reports, turbidity monitoring of the discharge and of the receiving
stream.
This report was reviewed and confirmed prior to submission for supervisor approval by the
following EPA Special Agents:
and
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the EPA.
It is the property of the EPA and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Mine Transit on August 21, 2013

On 08/21/13 at approximate 10:22AM, an investigative ground team comprised of EPA
Special Agent
EPA Special Agent
BLM Special Agent
and BLM Special Agent
attempted to enter the Canyon Creek
drainage area from the south by means of ATV, along a public-access gravel road.1
Access to the gravel road was made from the Top of the World Highway, near the
Boundary, Alaska landing strip. Approximately 200 yards along the gravel road from the
Top of the World Highway, prior to entering the
mine site, the ground team
encountered a “No Trespassing” sign posted to a tree along the public-access gravel road
leading to multiple regulated mine sites.2 See Attachment 1, GIS Mine Claim Map with
Investigative Notations. EPA Special Agent
took a photograph of the
posted sign, Photograph 5, which included the following language:
Photo 5: Sign posted along public
access road leading into Canyon Creek.
“Warning – Private Property. No Trespassing without
the owners’ express verbal or written authorization.
This includes any and all Government Agents… This
No Trespass notice is also subject to the following
provisions: You are hereby notified that the owner(s) of
this property requires all public officials, agents, or
person(s) to abide by the “Supreme Law of the Land”,
the U.S. Constitution and the ratified Amendments
thereto. Owner(s) refuse to permit any access, search,
audit, assessment, or inspection whatsoever of this
property without the presentation of a warrant, prepared
as prescribed by the 4th and 14th Amendments to the
U.S. Constitution… Violators Will Be Treated As
Intruders. A government official, agent, or any other
person(s) entering this property without the express
consent of the owners(s) and without proper warrant as
described above, will be considered an intruder
attempting to trespass, extort, injure, threaten, harass,
intimidate, or otherwise jeopardize the life and property
of the owner of this property… Use of necessary force
may be used, at the sole discretion of the owner(s).”

1

This gravel road appears as an unimproved road in the Alaska Atlas and Gazetteer™, Seventh Edition,
Page 119, Copyright 2010 by Delorme.
2
Permit inspection authority was not relied upon for access to mine sites; however, the applicable APDES
General Permit requires permittees to allow ADEC personnel or authorized representatives access to the
mine at reasonable times. See
Section 1.10, Inspection and Entry. Mines located in the
Canyon Creek drainage area are mines operated by
(APMA
) under APDES General Permit
and mine APMA
operated by
under APDES General Permit
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the EPA.
It is the property of the EPA and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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The ground team chose not to access Canyon Creek from the south and returned along
the gravel road to the Top of the World Highway. Along the highway and further to the
west, the team located an unimproved ATV trail through the Kal Creek drainage and
accessed the Canyon Creek drainage from the north, where investigative contact(s)
unrelated to the
site were made. Mine operator(s) contacted advised that the
unimproved gravel road, which also runs through the
mine, is the commonly used
route into and out of the Canyon Creek drainage area from the Top of the World Highway.
On 08/21/13 at approximately 5:10PM, the ground team traveled south along the publicaccess gravel road and through the
mine site to the Top of the World Highway.
The ground team conducted no investigative activity at
mine on this day. No
signage was observed as the ground team traveled south along the gravel road to the Top
of the World Highway.
4.0

Mine Discharge Investigation on August 22, 2013

On 08/22/13 at approximately 11:51AM and as reported in Section 2.0 of this report,
mechanical placer mine (APMA
was over flown by a law enforcement aircraft
and again observed to be discharging turbid effluent from a settling pond into waters of the
United States. A waypoint recorded by the aircraft for this discharge indicated that the
discharge was occurring on state-owned public lands immediately north of
federal-patent claim. This information together with coordinates for the observed
discharge was communicated to an investigative ground team which was dispatched to the
mine for further investigation.
On 08/22/13, an investigative ground team comprised of EPA Special Agents
ADEC Criminal Investigator
and BLM Special Agent
accessed the Canyon Creek drainage from
the north by means of ATVs using the previously-referenced unimproved ATV trail located
to the west of
mine site.
On 08/22/13 at approximately 4:15PM, as the team approached the point of discharge
from the north using the public-access gravel road leading to the Top of the World
Highway, a side-by-side ATV with two [unknown] occupants and a small dog was
encountered traveling along the road from the south. This contact occurred at miner
state claim, approximate coordinates
°. See Attachment
1, GIS Mine Claim Map with Investigative Notations. Investigative team members wore
visible law enforcement clothing, identified themselves as law enforcement officers and
engaged the occupants in cordial and mine-related conversations. This contact was audio
recorded by ADEC Investigator
who joined the contact already in
3
progress. The side-by-side ATV occupants identified themselves as [mine operator]
3

The audio recorded portion of this contact lasted approximately 5:16 minutes until its conclusion and is
more thoroughly reported in a separate Investigative Activity Report (IAR).
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the EPA.
It is the property of the EPA and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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and
adult son,
During the recorded portion of this contact,
orally consented for the team to traverse his claim to reach the highway and to collect
samples from creeks on his property.4 On 08/22/13 at approximately 4:20PM this contact
concluded and
and his son continued northward and the ground team continued
southward along the gravel road. An additional audio-recorded contact was made of
on this day at approximately 5:55PM and is reported in a separate IAR.
wife,
joined the 5:55PM conversation already in progress and was also audiorecorded.
The ground team departed
5.0

mine at approximately 6:30PM on 08/22/13.

Mine Overview

Based on observations made by the ground team at
mine site on 08/22/13 and
on the review of aerial photographs taken by Special Agent
between 08/19/13
and 08/22/13, it was determined that the source of the turbid discharge was the final
settling pond in a long series of interconnected ditches and settling ponds originating at the
mine’s two washplants, located approximately 1.5 miles upstream from the point of
discharge into Canyon Creek. The mine’s washplants and settling pond network is
located along Woods Creek and Camp Creek which are tributaries to Canyon Creek,
which flows into the Fortymile River.
Because of the extended length of the interconnected turbid settling pond and ditch
network at this mine site, aerial images taken by Special Agent
were composited
with discernible reference points to demonstrate the relationship between the final settling
pond’s discharge and the washplants. Included in this report for reference purposes are
photographic Composite Images 1 through 4 taken by Special Agent
during the over flights of the mine between 08/19/13 and 08/22/13.5
Also included with this report is Attachment 1, titled GIS Mine Claim Map with
Investigative Notations.6

4

Though
consent was not required for such investigative activity, it was obtained nonetheless.
These images were composited by EPA Special Agent
for this report. The composites were
made for reference purposes only. Superimposed cardinal points are approximated for these images.
6
Attachment 1, headed GIS Mine Claim Map with Investigative Notations, incorporates a number of the
same reference areas as the presented photographic Composite Images. Attachment 1 utilizes shape files
depicting the status of state mine claims in relation to investigative activity and observations made by EPACID in the field. Shape file data titled “Alaska DNR State Mine Claims” was provided to EPA-CID by BLM
and was originally sourced from the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR). Investigative notations
were geo-referenced onto the map by EPA Special Agent
using approximate GPS
coordinates.
5

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the EPA.
It is the property of the EPA and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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which is designed to measure turbidity from 0 to 1000 NTU without dilution of the
sample.18
On 08/22/13 between approximately 6:56PM and 7:01PM, Special Agent
assisted by Special Agents
and
analyzed the collected
samples using a Hach 2100Q portable turbidimeter S/N 10080C004325, which was
successfully calibrated on the morning of 08/22/13 at 7:29AM. Prior to sample analysis, a
successful instrument performance check was performed onsite on 08/22/13 at 6:53PM.
See attached data log confirming calibration and instrument performance check(s).
Sample analysis results were recorded in the instrument’s data logger and noted in the
field. See attached data log providing analysis results.
Consistent with the Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) and because of holding time
limitations for the analysis of turbidity samples, sample cell contents were discarded in the
field after analysis following a successful post-analysis instrument performance check
conducted for quality control purposes.
Table 1 below provides a summary of the sample analysis results together with a
description of the corresponding sample station’s location.
Graphic 1 below is provided for reference and depicts the relative location of sample
stations to the point of discharge from the final settling pond. The graphic is not drawn to
scale. The graphic rendering of interconnected ponds and ditches is presented to show
the relative relationship among pertinent features at the site and is not reflective of the
actual number of ponds or the extensive ditching network observed at the site as depicted
in Composite Photos 1 through 4 in Section 5 of this report.

18

Hach 2100Q User Manual, Edition 1, January 2010.
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the EPA.
It is the property of the EPA and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Glossary of Terms

Terms used in this Investigative Activity Report (IAR) have specific definitions under the
meaning of the APDES General Permit
and appear in Appendix C of the
permit, unless otherwise noted below.
APMA*

Annual Placer Mining Application (APMA) is an application submitted to the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) intended to assist miners with
the multi-jurisdictional permitting process required for mining and reclamation. If
the applicant indicates, the APMA can serve as a Notice of Intent (NOI) for the
issuance of an APDES Permit.

APDES

Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (APDES) is the State of Alaska’s
program, approved by EPA under 33 U.S.C. 1342(b), for issuing, modifying,
revoking and reissuing, terminating, monitoring and enforcing permits and
imposing and enforcing pretreatment requirements under 33 U.S.C. 1317, 1328,
1342, and 1345.

Best
Management
Practices
(BMPs)

Schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, and
other management practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of waters of the
United States. BMPs also include treatment requirements, operating procedures,
and practices to control site runoff, spillage or leaks, waste disposal, or drainage
from mined areas.

Discharge

When used without qualification, means the discharge of a pollutant.

Drainage
Water

Incidental surface waters from diverse sources such as rainfall, snow melt or
permafrost melt.

Effluent

The segment of a wastewater stream that follows the final step in a treatment
process and precedes discharge of the wastewater stream to the receiving
environment.

Instantaneous
Maximum

The maximum value measured at any time.

Make-up Water

That volume of water needed to replace process water lost due to evaporation
and seepage in order to maintain the quantity necessary for the operation of the
beneficiation process.

Nephelometric
Turbidity Unit
(NTU)

An expression of the optical property that causes light to be scattered and
absorbed rather than transmitted in a straight line through the water.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the EPA.
It is the property of the EPA and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Permittee

A company, organization, association, entity, or person who is issued a
wastewater permit and is responsible for ensuring compliance, monitoring, and
reporting as required by the permit.

Placer Mining*

Involves the mining and extraction of gold ore or other heavy metals and
minerals primarily from alluvial deposits. These deposits may be in existing
stream beds or ancient, often buried stream deposits. Essential components of
placer mining include overburden removal, mining of the gold placer gravels, and
processing (gold recovery).

Plant Site

The area occupied by the mine, necessary haulage ways from the mine to the
beneficiation process, the beneficiation area, the area occupied by the
wastewater treatment storage facilities and the storage areas for waste materials
and solids removed from the wastewaters during treatment.

Point Source*

Point source (33 U.S.C. § 1362(14)) – means any discernible, confined, and
discrete conveyance, including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel,
conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal
feeding operation, or vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants may be
discharged.

Receiving
Waterbody

Waters such as lakes, rivers, streams, creeks, wetlands, or any other surface
waters that receive wastewater discharges.

Sample Station*

The location from which a sample was collected.

Settling Pond*

Is a pond constructed to remove sediment and solids from water through gravity
separation and retention time. The Mechanical Placer Fact Sheet for
Sec. 4.2.1. states that “Properly designed and operated settling
ponds have been determined to be the best available technology used to treat
wastewater and reduce pollution prior to discharge for the facilities authorized to
discharge under this GP.”

Sluice Box*

A sluice box is a device used for gravity concentration of mined metals, such as
gold. Sluice boxes are commonly equipped with a trough and riffles to capture
the gold which settles into the riffles, while allowing lighter materials such as
soils and gravels to be washed through the box by flowing water.

Turbidity*

Turbidity can be defined as the cloudiness or haziness of a fluid caused by
suspended solids.

Washplant*

The processes and equipment, including classifiers, sluices and flowing water,
used to separate gold from soils, gravels, and ore for beneficiation.

* Term used in this IAR without specific definition in the A

General Permit.
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Attachments

GIS Mine Claim Map with Investigative Notations (1 page)
Field sketch & notes (2 pages)
Data log spreadsheet (1 page)
Daily instrument calibration (1 page)
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